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Overview of 5G Voice Services
Since being introduced, LTE has gained tremendous success across operators’ networks around 
the globe and has triggered new waves of service innovations enabling new business opportunities. 
New use cases and increased capacity requirements on LTE networks have driven many operators 
to sunset legacy 3G/2G networks as quickly as possible to make the spectrum available for LTE. 
Executing this strategy successfully requires that all voice services previously carried in the circuit 
switched domain for 3G/2G now be migrated to the packet only domain in LTE. 

The benefits of having all packet-based voice services, such as VoLTE are two-fold: 

1. It brings a richer customer experience by introducing new features such as EVS 
codec-based HD voice, Video calling, and Rich Communication Services (RCS)

2.  It enables faster network technology migration by simplifying the network 
architecture and retiring the older technology layers 

The increase of device penetration is forcing network traffic to move from the circuit switched domain 
(3G/2G) to the packet switched domain. This allows operators to re-use the 3G/2G spectrum 
for new technologies and reduce the operational cost of legacy technologies while improving the 
network capacity and performance. With the deployment of 5G underway, and with limited spectrum 
supporting all technologies, it is even more critical for operators to introduce a Voice over New Radio 
(VoNR) service early and migrate the customers to 5G as soon as possible.

The majority of the industry has been taking a phased approach to introducing 5G into the existing 
networks, starting with the non-standalone (NSA) architecture, where LTE node (eNodeB) serves as 
the controlling anchor for the 5G node (gNodeB). Under NSA, IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) services, 
including voice calling, will utilize the LTE network without impacting the control plane signaling. The 
customer experience is the same as Voice over LTE (VoLTE). When 5G standalone (SA) becomes 
mature, NSA and SA will coexist in operator’s networks. In areas where only 5G SA is available, it is 
important that all existing voice services, including E911 over NR, function properly. 

At the early stage of SA deployment, EPS (Evolved Packet System) Fallback (EPSFB) will be the 
temporary solution requiring LTE coverage under the SA layer. EPSFB is not the long-term solution, 
just like Circuit Switch Fallback (CSFB) introduced in the early days of LTE (to maintain the legacy LTE 
layer supporting VoLTE) was not the long-term solution. Using VoLTE development as an indicator of 
voice services in 5G, it is clear that establishing the VoNR device ecosystem early will be essential to 
the success of operator’s migration strategy towards 5G. Without VoNR, operators will not be able to 
migrate off of legacy networks and spectrum migration will be delayed. It is critical for operators to 
continue driving the device ecosystem to support SA and VoNR.
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1. Standards Development
3GPP Release 15 is intended to deliver the full specification of both the NSA and the SA architecture. 
The large amount of work to accomplish this has led to the reprioritizations of specification items in 
some 3GPP working groups. Critical specifications to the standard, including key requirements for 
EPSFB and VoNR, were successfully delivered within the time frame of Release 15. Nevertheless, 
similar to the development of VoLTE, various fixes and corrections are expected to be identified as 
operators move closer to the deployment phase. By design, the IMS core supporting EPSFB and VoNR 
is the same as VoLTE, and although there are certain modifications needed to interconnect 5GC with 
IMS, the SIP signaling for voice call handling remains the same. This is a huge advantage considering 
the early struggles and optimization work that the industry had to go through with VoLTE development.   

3GPP specification work on 5G voice can be broken down into two parts: 

1. specifications and enhancements that support early NR deployments via EPSFB, 
and,

2. specifications that enable and further enhancement VoNR. 

In Release 15, although basic specifications for both EPSFB and VoNR were defined, the general 
consensus within the industry was that the initial NR SA network will take time to mature and it 
will not be able to support voice efficiently in the early stage. VoLTE will be the voice solution in the 
initial NR SA network for majority of the operators who are planning to deploy SA based on Release 
15 framework. With respect to the standards development, most of the attention was given to 
enhancements and corrections in Release 15/16 to EPSFB. 

Two RAN procedures were defined in Release 15 for EPSFB: RRC Release with Redirect (RwR) or 
Handover (HO). Figure 1 below shows the general call flow of EPSFB. Step 5 indicates the RAN 
procedures that were mentioned above.

Figure 1: General call flow of EPSFB
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There were several Change Requests (CRs) introduced in 3GPP to further enhance RwR and HO to 
make the EPSFB more robust. 

For RwR based EPSFB and for the purpose of voice fallback to LTE, the “mo-VoiceCall” cause-code 
value was added to the RRC Connection Request after redirection from NR. This allows the E-UTRAN to 
prioritize the UE in EPSFB over UEs which are requesting resources for other types of Internet services. 
A voice fallback indicator was introduced for RwR and HO to ensure that EPSFB UE is given higher 
priority during the Inter Radio Access Technology (IRAT) HO. It also avoids UE ping-ponging between NR 
and LTE if a call failure happens. In Release 16, direct data forwarding for IRAT will provide potential 
enhancements for IRAT HO performance which will help improve EPSFB call setup reliability.

On the VoNR side, 3GPP introduced a number of new features to match and further enhance the voice 
performance on NR. Features, such as SPS, C-DRX, RoHC and TTI bundling are similar to those found 
in LTE, while features such as flow based QoS are new for NR. Details of those features will be covered 
in later sections.

At the moment, there are a few operators actively running VoNR trials. As these trials progress and 
new findings are made, it is fully expected that there will be new CRs presented to the 3GPP standards 
WGs. 

With 3GPP Release 16 being finalized in Q4 2020, and more operators launching SA networks, it is 
reasonable to believe that commercial VoNR service will be available in 2H 2021. 

3GPP’s Release 15 and 16 established a solid foundation for the industry to offer commercial grade 
voice services over NR. As more operators introduce VoNR in their networks, there will likely be 
corrections and enhancements that will influence Release 17 or later. As always, this is the natural 
evolution of mobile communications. 

GSMA has been actively working on the specifications for enabling IMS services over 5G. The GSMA 
NG.114 document uses 3GPP specifications related to 5GS, voice and video services over IMS and 
SMS, and GSMA specifications related to RCS Messaging and MSRP based Enriched Calling; it defines 
an interoperable service profile between the UE and the network. The audio call is one of the IMS 
services in the 5G profile, and the initial goal is to bring parity with the IMS services in LTE.
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2. Device Ecosystem

2.1 Early Stage (NSA + SA with EPSFB)
Although the industry is preparing for voice over 5G, voice capacity and coverage continue to improve 
in VoLTE. The wireless industry has already invested billions of dollars in LTE and can leverage VoLTE 
as an affordable voice solution. Existing KPIs for VoLTE, including MOS, have been the subject of 
extensive network optimization, and that work will need to be performed for VoNR. 

Any new VoNR implementation will require additional work on its own to achieve the same level of 
performance. The device ecosystems of global 5G operators are driven by their mandated scopes 
and timelines. In North America the FCC regulates voice service. When a North American operator 
plans to use new voice technology, its device ecosystem must consider emergency service, domestic 
roaming, and the backward compatibility with existing technologies at the same time. When most 
global operators and infrastructure vendors leverage the benefits of combining VoLTE technology and 
5G eMBB technology, the initial 5G devices in North America will prioritize VoLTE fallback technologies. 

3GPP Release 15 gives multiple 5G voice service and 5G emergency service options to operators. 
Although an operator’s final goal for 5G SA voice should be VoNR to comply with the GSMA NG.114 
guidelines, 3GPP allows each operator to tailor its 5G voice availability based on its existing 
infrastructure and spectrum allocation. Each operator’s 5G device must support a broader range of 
market strategies and network capabilities in the early stage. For example, operator A may choose to 
deploy 5G NSA with VoLTE, then 5G SA with EPSFB; operator B may choose to skip 5G NSA altogether 
and deploy 5G SA with EPSFB. Most modems and low-tier devices have limited software upgrade 
cycles; the operator should plan to support those devices backward compatibility when planning a 5G 
voice.

Figure 2 shows a device with voice service and emergency service in a 5G EN-DC (also known as non-
standalone) architecture that should encompass: VoLTE with EN-DC split-bearer, VoLTE without EN-
DC split bearer, and circuit-switched fallback (CSFB) mode using 2G or 3G. Operators should expect 
devices to support emergency service+ without EN-DC split bearer in the early stage.

Figure 2: Voice service and emergency service in a 5G EN-DC
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These devices should also include EPSFB and VoNR. For emergency service, the device should include 
domain reselection and emergency service fallback (ESFB.) In the early stage, the device can choose 
to signal the 5G SA network; it does not support adequate VoNR features to meet the MOS or voice 
coverage by leaving the UE VoNR capability bit absent. The lack of the UE VoNR capability bit from the 
device should trigger the service provider to provide an EPSFB voice. Figure 3 shows how an early stage 
5G SA device and network can use multiple VoLTE options and provide voice call continuity (VCC.)

Figure 3: Early stage 5G SA device with multiple VoLTE options

2.2 Mature Stage with Full VoNR Support
Figure 4 shows how the advantages in the early stage will become the challenges in the mature stage 
for operators that choose to deploy 5G SA in multiple phases with multiple 5G voice options. One of 
the main challenges is being able to continue support for devices with EPSFB voice when the VoNR 
upgrade path is not available or when forcing an upgrade to VoNR is not possible. Another challenge 
is to prevent devices that only support EPSFB from attaching to networks that only support VoNR 
coverage.

Figure 4: Early stage to mature stage 5G voice
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Each operator has a unique set of allocated spectrum and its own deployment strategy. The device’s 
VoNR features can be different to meet the operator’s minimal or optimal call quality, voice coverage, 
service continuity, mobility, call retention, call setup delay, call success rate, QoS, regulatory, and 
accessibility obligation. Therefore, there is no absolute definition of what the VoNR mature stage looks 
like. Table 2 lists some standard VoNR device features a carrier would use to mee the voice coverage, 
mobility, capacity planning, quality of services, overall performance, and regulatory obligations of its 
customers (this is not an exhaustive list.)

Table 1: Standard VoNR device features

Voice indication in 
RRC Connection 
Request

Video indication in 
RRC Connection 
Request

Emergency indication 
in RRC Connection 
Request

RTT (Real-
time Text) Call 
Accessibility

SPS SSAC Multiple DRBs per PDU Flow based QoS
5QI-1 DRB 5QI-5 DRB VoNR Capability Bit  C-DRX
IFHO (Inter-Frequency HO) Service-based IFHO PSHO (IRAT HO) RoHC

RRC Re-establishment Short RLC SN PDCP SN
TTI Bundling (slot 

aggregation)
TDD FDD HO Xn-based HO 3GPP non-3GPP HO 5G E911 Location
Limited Service Emergency RRC Always-On PDU

2.3 Codec
GSMA’s NG.114 specification for VoNR requires an EVS vocoder. A standards-compliant UE that sends 
the SDP offer for voice media must include in this SDP offer at least one EVS payload type with one of 
the following EVS configurations:

NG.114 & IR.92

 » EVS Configuration A1: br=5.9-13.2; bw=nb-swb.

 » EVS Configuration A2: br=5.9-24.4; bw=nb-swb.

 » EVS Configuration B0: br=13.2; bw=swb.

 » EVS Configuration B1: br=9.6-13.2; bw=swb.

 » EVS Configuration B2: br=9.6-24.4; bw=swb. 

Figure 5 below shows 5G use cases should help devices go beyond the standard conversational voice 
use case. For example, an operator may offer FB (Full Band) EVS to differentiate itself with music 
quality VoNR calls.
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Figure 5: Example of a 5G use case
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3. Network Architecture

3.1 VoLTE vs VoNR
Voice over LTE (VoLTE) and Voice over New Radio (VoNR) utilize the same IMS (IP Multimedia 
Subsystem) as defined in 3GPP 23.228. While the IP multimedia core network (IMS CN) framework 
remains same, technological improvements in New Radio, 5GC and 5G devices are expected 
to provide superior user experience in VoNR compared to VoLTE (once relevant features and 
optimizations are implemented.)

Figure 6 below shows the high-level network architecture for VoLTE and VoNR.

Figure 6: High Level Architecture of VoLTE versus VoNR

3.2 EPS Fallback
Due to various 5G deployment options and timelines for readiness of network components and 
devices, 3GPP supports an interim option of using E-UTRAN for voice service. EPS fallback (E-UTRAN 
connected to EPC) and RAT (E-UTRAN connected to 5GC) are two deployment scenarios that support 
redirection/handover to E-UTRAN during the call setup phase. The EPS FB mechanism will leverage 
the existing IMS Core and EPS for delivering voice or video services. As EPS FB relies on the E-UTRAN 
and the existing IMS core network for voice/video services, the customer experience will be the same 
as VoLTE except that call setup delays that will be incurred as a result of the redirection/handover 
to the E-UTRAN. The core network elements (SMF/PGW-C) play a critical role in call setup due to the 
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additional signaling incurred by the re-direction/handover during the call setup phase, but this rarely 
happens in VoLTE or VoNR.

3GPP supports several interworking options (Single Registration mode with and without N26, Dual 
Registration mode) with EPC. Network operators should consider the impact to voice services 
while finalizing the interworking mode with the EPC. A detailed comparison of VoNR and EPSFB are 
described in the section “Overview and comparison of 5G VoNR and EPSFB” located further in this 
document.

 Figure 7 below shows the high-level architecture of EPS Fallback for Single Registration mode devices 
using the N26 interface.

Figure 7: High level architecture of EPS Fallback for Single Registration mode devices using the N26 interface

3.3 IMS Core Architecture 
There are no major changes to the baseline architecture of the IMS CN network and functional split of 
nodes and terminals within the IMS subsystem as part of the 3GPP Rel 15/16 specifications. In order 
to leverage the new capabilities of a Service Based Architecture (SBA) and to simplify the network 
deployments using 5GC, 3GPP has defined support for Service Based interfaces N5, N70 and N71 in 
the IMS core.

Figure 8 below shows the high-level system architecture to support SBA in an IMS reference point 
representation.
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Figure 8: High level system architecture to support SBA
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4. Key RAN and Core Network Features
Table 2 below is a list of high-level features that will support the enablement of VoNR or EPSFB in a 
network. Depending on the operator’s choice and the availability of the feature, voice services can be 
launched with some or all of the features listed below.

Table 2: High-level features that will support the enablement of VoNR or EPSFB 

Feature Name Protocol Layer Purpose VoNR plan
Voice, video, emergency 

indication in RRC 

Connection Request

RRC Call setup success rate 
optimization

R15

SSAC RRC Call setup success rate 
optimization

R15 

Paging priority NGAP Call setup success rate 
optimization

R15

Flow based QoS, 

GBR, PBR, LCP, DRB 

combinations

MAC Basic function R15

SM signaling NGAP Basic function R15
SPS MAC Power/overhead 

optimization
R15

C-DRX MAC Power optimization R15
TTI Bundling (slot 

aggregation)
PHY Coverage optimization R15

Short RLC SN RLC Coverage/overhead 
optimization

R15

RoHC PDCP Coverage/overhead 
optimization

R15

ECN UP and IMS Reliability and spectral 
efficiency optimization

R15

MAC CE based rate 

adaption
MAC Reliability and spectral 

efficiency optimization
R15

UE reporting air interface 

delay budget adjustment
RRC Power, voice quality and 

coverage optimization
R15

SRVCC to UTRAN System Mobility optimization R16
MDT for MMTel RRC Network optimization R16
VoPS NAS Terminal Voice 

Capability Detection
R15

P-CSCF Discovery and 

Transportation
NAS Selection & Sharing of 

Proxy Server details
R15
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Paging Policy 

Differentiation for IMS
NGAP Call setup success rate 

optimization
R15

EMC/EMF Selection NAS Emergency Call 
handling mode

R15

T-ADS for IMS Voice SBI/DIAMETER Domain Selection for 
Terminating call

R15

UE capability match 

request
NGAP Terminal Capability 

against RAN
R15

IRAT to LTE with RWR 

(Release w Redirect)
GPTV2/NGAP Mobility from NR to LTE R15

IRAT HO to LTE (aka. PS 

HO)
GTPV2/NGAP Mobility from NR to LTE R15

Always-ON PDU Session 

for IMS
NAS Call Setup SR & 

Optimization
R15
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5. Regulatory Service Requirements
The U.S. Telecommunication industry is regulated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 
an independent agency of the U.S government created by the US Congress. One of the functions of 
the FCC is the enforcement of policies around the public’s ability to access emergency services. The 
FCC requires that wireless carriers holding commercial mobile radio service (CMRS) licenses deliver 
emergency calls and caller location information to public safety. 

Regardless of the mobile network generation, emergency services must continue to be provided to 
normally registered UEs but also to emergency registered UEs both normally registered and in limited 
service state. 

In 5G NR, the System Information Block #1 (SIB#1) IMS Emergency Support Flag indicates whether 
a cell supports IMS emergency bearer services for UEs in limited service mode. If absent, IMS 
emergency call is not supported by the network for UEs in limited service mode. For UEs that follow 
normal registration procedures over 3GPP 5G access, the 5GC includes an Emergency Services 
Support indicator, indicating if Emergency Service is supported natively over 5GS or EPS Fallback at 
QoS Flow establishment using handover or redirection. Additionally, the 5GC can also be configured 
to include an Emergency Services Fallback indicator when Emergency Service is supported using the 
Emergency Services Fallback procedure in Figure 9. 

UE NG-RAN AMF UPF EPS

1. UE camps in 5GS

3. Service Request

4. N2 request for 
Emergency fallback

5a. Inter-RAT Handover or RRC redirection to 5GC-connected E-UTRA

6. IMS procedures for establishment of IMS emergency session (e.g. voice)

2. User needs to make 
Emergency Session

5b. Inter-system handover or RRC redirection to EPS

IMS

Figure 9: Emergency Service Fallback Procedure (TS 23.502)
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Native support for Emergency Service over 5GS is achieved when an IMS session request for 
emergency services over an emergency PDU session results in a successful SDP offer/answer voice 
media negotiation and subsequent establishment of a 5QI 1 GBR QoS flow utilizing allocation and 
retention priority (ARP) values reserved for emergency services for the transport of voice media. 

Quickly and accurately locating 911 callers is required when supporting emergency services over 
5GS natively. In the United States, the FCC requires all CMRS providers, in phases, to provide within 
30 seconds, either dispatchable location or horizonal location accurate within 50 meters and Z-Axis 
location accurate within ±3 meters for specified percentages of E911 calls. Lower location latency is 
required for network implementations routing emergency calls based on UE location rather than cell 
sector. 

3GPP release 15 added support for 5GS control plane location services using SBI architecture and 
introduced the location management function (LMF), a 5G SA version of the enhanced serving mobile 
location center (E-SMLC) previously specified for LTE control plane location. Both 3GPP release 15 
and 16 repurpose the LTE positioning protocol. The LTE Positioning Protocol (LPP) is between a target 
device and LMF or an OMA SUPL Location Platform (SLP) for user-plane location implementations. 
Release 15 also introduced the NR Positioning Protocol A (NRPPa), an optional protocol that carries 
location measurement and assistance information between the NG-RAN Node and the LMF. 

 The 5GS may utilize one or more positioning methods to determine the position of a UE and 
potentially hybridize multiple methods. The standards-based positioning methods supported in 3GPP 
TS 38.305 Release 16 are shown in Table 3. Release 16 added support for RAT dependent location 
methods that utilize NR signals and SUPL. RAT dependent methods in Release 15 such as OTDOA and 
E-CID are dependent on LTE signals. Supplemental location methods provided to 5GS over the top are 
outside of the scope of this document. 
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Table 3: Supported versions of UE positioning methods (TS 38.305) 

Method UE-based
UE-assisted, 
LMF-based

NG-RAN node 
assisted

SUPL

A-GNSS Yes Yes No Yes
OTDOA Note1, Note 2 No Yes No Yes
E-CID Note 4 No Yes Yes Yes for E-UTRA

Sensor Yes Yes No No

WLAN Yes Yes No Yes 

Bluetooth No Yes No No
TBS Note 5 Yes Yes No Yes (MBS)

DL-TDOA Yes Yes No Yes

DL-AoD Yes Yes No Yes

Multi-RTT No Yes Yes Yes

NR E-CID No Yes Yes
Yes (DL NR 

E-CID)

UL-TDOA No No Yes Yes

UL-AoA No No Yes Yes

• NOTE 1: This includes TBS positioning based on PRS signals.

• NOTE 2: In this version of the specification only OTDOA based on LTE signals is 
supported.

• NOTE 3: Void

• NOTE 4: This includes Cell-ID for NR method.

• NOTE 5: In this version of the specification only for TBS positioning based on 
MBS signals.

• NOTE 6: Void
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6. Overview and Comparison of 5G VoNR and EPSFB 
Voice in today’s networks is essentially delivered by the CS (Circuit Switched) domain for 2G and 3G, 
and by the CS or PS (Packet Switched) domain for 4G LTE. Some operators have either removed or 
have plans in place to completely eliminate 2G/3G technologies from their networks. In the near 
future LTE and NR could be the dominant mobile technologies for supporting voice. With that in mind, 
the focus of this section is to provide an overview of voice solutions in 5G SA deployments, where the 
voice session is either completely handled by a NR architecture (VoNR) or the UE falls back to the EPS 
to continue the call establishment (aka EPS fallback). In the VoNR case, the UE may be moved from 
the current NG-RAN to a new NG-RAN and this variant is known as “Inter-RAT fallback for voice”.

Note there is no direct fallback to CS (CSFB) from NG-RAN defined so that option does not exist in 5G. 
However, once post “EPS fallback”, the UE may be handed over to CS by executing SRVCC procedures.

6.1 IMS Impacts
The 3GPP vision for the IMS is that introduction of the 5GC or NG-RAN shall be transparent to the 
IMS. This is accomplished by anchoring the signaling and user plane at the gNodeB during handovers. 
Additionally, the inter-RAT change from NR to LTE is managed by the gNodeB with some assistance 
from the 5GC (i.e. SMF). The UPF/PGW-U will anchor the user plane at a common IP address for the 
N6/SGi interface.

Note that the IMS APN translates to the IMS DNN in 5GC (TS 23.501 section 5.9.6). The default 
bearer and dedicated bearer concept is also present in 5GS on the same lines as EPS. 

The IMS network needs to understand the new cell id structure for 5G for location determination, be 
aware of the access type change during the call, optionally support new interfaces (e.g N5 instead of 
Rx) and must be able to handle possible delay/latency issues for the EPS fallback case as outlined in 
subsequent sections.

6.2 VoNR
Below in Figure 10 is a sample call flow for establishing a UE originated voice session over NR. Not all 
steps are shown for brevity. It starts with the UE establishing an IMS DNN PDU session in 5GC which 
allows the UE to register in IMS as a prerequisite for voice session setup.
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UE gNB PCFAMF SMF UPF UDM

5G MM context has been established (UE registered with 5GCN); NAS Signaling Connection is established

SMF selection by AMF

Successful procedure for PDU Session Establishment setup would be followed by IMS REGISTRATION (not shown)

P-CSCF I/SCSCF

SIP INVITE

18x

18x

IMS Voice Session setup Flow 

IMS signaling 
Bearer

IMS Voice Bearer 
(dedicated)

IMS Voice Bearer 
(dedicated)

PDU session setup request from UE 
for IMS DNN

SMF - Policy session setup with PCF

PDU session setup accepted

UPF selection by AMF

QFI-1 bearer setup as part of resource reservation

IMS Voice Session setup completion

Figure 10: Sample Call Flow for VoNR session establishment

When a voice session is established over NR, it is not much difference than the flow for VoLTE. The 
exception is a few signaling aspects, such as handling of UE location information with 5G RAT and cell 
information handling. 

As explained earlier, in another variant of VoNR (“RAT fallback”), the UE is moved to a different NG-
RAN or E-UTRAN node (eNodeB connected to 5GC) from where it triggered the voice call. The session 
setup continues from there. 

6.3 EPS Fallback
For EPS fallback, there are two options possible at the gNB, Release with redirection to EPS or 
handover to EPS. The choice of option depends on system and UE capabilities (e.g N26 interface 
support, single vs dual registration mode support etc.). In general, for EPS fallback, the SIP signaling 
will stay in 5G NR until a request for 5QI-1 (5QI-1 is a voice dedicated bearer analogous to QC1 
voice bearer in LTE) is received by 5GC/NG-RAN. During the handover from NR to LTE, all DNN (IMS, 
Internet, etc.) are moved to the corresponding APNs. The handover from NR to LTE is triggered by the 
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rejection of the Create Bearer Request at the gNB with the cause cited as “handover to EPS for voice 
session”. The UE is then handed over to LTE and then QCI-1 setup in EPC and LTE RAN continues 
post-handover.

An example flow for EPS fallback (Release with redirection) is shown below (not all steps are shown for 
brevity).

UE gNB PCFAMF SMF/
PGW-C

UPF/
PGW-U UDM

5G MM context has been established (UE registered with 5GCN);  IMS DNN PDU session is established (refer to VoNR flow for details)

Successful procedure for PDU Session Establishment setup would be followed by IMS REGISTRATION (not shown)

P-CSCF I/SCSCF

SIP INVITE

18x

IMS Voice Session setup Start

IMS signaling 
Bearer

IMS Voice Bearer 
(dedicated)

IMS Voice Bearer 
(dedicated)

QFI-1 bearer setup as part of resource reservation

IMS Voice Session setup completion

gNB configured 
to fallback to EPS 

Bearer setup rejected with EPS fallback 
indication

UE redirected to 
EPS

Tracking Area Update (TAU) or Attach with PDN 
connectivity request in EPS 

MME modifies the bearer with 
PGW through the SGW

eNB MME

Notification of RAT change to IMS (PGW -> PCF -> P-CSCF)

Dedicated bearer setup in EPC. After that voice 
session setup resumes

Figure 11: Call flow depicting EPS fallback
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The key part of EPS fallback is NG-RAN to support EPS fallback for IMS voice, considering following:

 » UE capabilities

 » indication from AMF that “Redirection for EPS fallback for voice is possible” (received 
as part of initial context setup as defined in 3GPP TS 38.413)

 » network configuration (e.g. N26 availability configuration) and 

 » radio conditions. 

If the NG-RAN decides not to trigger fallback to EPS, then the procedure stops.

6.4 Performance Comparison
While the handover is transparent to the IMS call flow there are a few aspects that must be kept in mind 
for EPS fallback:

 » RAT switching latency

 » Possible SIP message delay during call set-up (due to SIP message queuing during 
handover)

 » Loss of SIP messages during call set-up (due to handover failures)

 » 5G specific parameter changes in SIP headers

Because of those issues, depending upon implementation, there may be some changes needed in 
the functions to handle failure scenarios and corner cases. The IMS network functions need to be 
more robust and delay tolerant to overcome possible EPS fallback cons. In contrast, the VoNR solution 
does not suffer from these issues and expects to provide faster call setup times than VoLTE. VoNR 
also enables a lot of new use cases around integration with applications and content plus enhanced 
support for RCS.

Some initial studies 0F

1 1F

2 have suggested an additional call setup time of approximately 1 second when 
using EPS fallback in the network. The conclusions from NGMN study are shown below in Table 4:

1  NGMN - PRE-COMMERCIAL NETWORKS TRIALS MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

2  Specific testing conditions 

 » As no “VoNR ready” devices were available at the date of Trial, a “CPE + Softphone” solution was used. 

 » End to end mono-vendor environment with no other traffic than voice.

 » Integrated Core Networks close to the radio sites.
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Table 4: Conclusion from NGMN study on EPS FB performance

Initial conclusions from the study:

 » VoNR & EPS Fallback calls successfully passed in 5G Standalone Architecture mode.

 » The VoNR call setup time is expected to be at least as good as that for VoLTE (2-3s).

 » An increase in the call setup time for voice with EPS-FB is expected to stay limited: ~1 
sec. more than VoNR (with the N26 interface) which should have a limited impact on 
the end user experience.

 » The N26 interface is needed for the best, seamless voice continuity in mobility.

Until 5G adoption becomes ubiquitous, there is a need for 4G/VoLTE handover. This is required 
for a smooth transition from VoNR to VoLTE when crossing into service areas lacking sufficient 5G 
standalone coverage.
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OTT and Other Alternative  
Voice Solutions Over 5G

7.
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7. OTT and Other Alternative Voice Solutions Over 5G
Data traffic explosion, low cost of data and capacity build ups have presented consumers with various 
options for voice and video services. The number of downloadable applications has mushroomed, 
and they claim to provide good QoE (Quality of Experience) to the end user. Their experience, however, 
depends on not only bandwidth but also the codecs used by the applications and network congestion 
and latencies among other things. Since these applications are restricted to using only the internet 
APN, the QoE is impacted by overall traffic in the network. Unless the operator is willing to develop a 
custom solution in partnership with the OTT provider, these applications’ traffic cannot get prioritized 
treatment through the network.

5G introduces the concept of slicing which allows applications to have differentiated treatment based 
on agreements between the application provider and the MNO. Applications can now have traffic 
that adheres to SLAs which deliver a high QoE. The architecture allows UE’s, using standard defined 
signaling procedures, to provision certain application traffic over a dedicated slice. These rules can 
be provisioned and modified dynamically as and when needed. The rules are referred to as URSP (UE 
Route Selection Policy) and contain the packet filter definition that allow UEs to identify and place 
application packets per the rules. Network slicing allows MNOs to scale by partitioning their network 
and allowing the OTT consumers to benefit from enhanced network experience without network 
customizations.

Deploying conferencing services close to the network edge to reduce latency for OTT voice/
conferencing applications is an example of improved QoE. This can be achieved by placing application 
servers as close as possible to slice specific UPFs that provide connectivity to Internet DNN. With the 
focus on cloud, the MNOs are adopting deployments in public clouds and which further opens up 
the opportunity for collaboration, as most OTT providers have already deployed their infrastructure in 
public clouds.

The ability to differentiate specific application traffic also provides an opportunity to MNOs to develop 
their own apps to provide cheaper voice services, especially in roaming cases where the voice roaming 
agreements are not in place yet. Even if the VPLMN doesn’t support slicing for HPLMN based non-
standard services, these applications can significantly bring down the cost of voice roaming for service 
providers.
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CSPs are always looking to offer more to their users. While VoNR can be the base for all voice services, 
there is still room for additional value-added service by augmenting vanilla voice for VoNR. The driver 
for an MNO to adopt an OTT approach can be:

 » Enhanced high quality business voice functions 

 » Meeting the demand for vertical workflows by integrating voice with collaboration 
experience 

 » Exposing communications and collaboration services via APIs and SDKs for integrations 
and customizations 

5G allows networks to open themselves through a NEF (Network exposure Function). This is an 
important evolution of the network that can be used by the operator to open the network’s core 
communication capabilities. This allows developers and enterprises to integrate MNO voice into their 
own solution using QoS. It allows them to monetize existing infrastructure by enabling application 
providers with 5G voice even if they do not want to introduce a parallel OTT service of their own.
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Interoperability and Roaming

8.
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8. Interoperability & Roaming
The roaming capability makes it possible to use IMS services from the HPLMN even though the user 
is not geographically located in the service area of the home network. To understand the IMS voice 
roaming architecture for 5GS, it is important to highlight the work done by GSMA for VoLTE as the 
principals laid out for VoLTE are applicable for 5GS as well. The GSMA provides standard ways of 
implementing roaming, interconnection and interworking for the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), 
which is the core network technology that VoLTE requires. 

 » Local Breakout (LBO)

 » S8 Home Routing (S8-HR) 

The two models are different based on the location of the P-CSCF in the roaming case. In first model, 
the PGW/P-CSCF is located in the VPLMN, while in second model the PGW/P-CSCF is located in 
HPLMN. The latter is more popular and widely deployed in networks today. However, due to the 
requirements on charging and optimal routing of media, there are certain adaptations required which 
are covered in the following sub-sections.

Operators can choose to use any of the two roaming models (LBO or S8-HR) or both at the same time 
with different VoLTE partners depending on their preferences and agreements.

8.1 Local Breakout (LBO) – Visited vs Home Routed 
Local breakout means that for a user within one operator-defined network region, routing is optimized 
such that user plane traffic does not need to leave the current region. An operator may define network 
regions according to administrative domains. Local breakout is applicable for user-to-user traffic as 
well as for 3GPP-operator provided services (including internet access). 

In this configuration the UE will obtain IP connectivity from the Visited Service Provider’s network and 
the Visited Service Provider’s Proxy-Call Session Control Function (P-CSCF) is used to connect the UE 
to the home IMS. 11 depicts the VPMN routing with local breakout.
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Figure 12: VPMN routing with Local Breakout Figure 13: VPMN routing with Local Breakout

In VPMN routed LBO, since the user plane is not routed towards the HPMN of the originating party, 
the routing of media for voice and video over IMS is considered optimal. In contrast, the routing of 
media in the home routed LBO architecture is not optimized and is routed through the HPMN of the 
originating party. The routing decision is performed by the HPMN.

8.2 Architecture and NNI
A reference for the overall 5G/4G/IMS roaming architecture is shown in the Figure 14:

Figure 14: 4G/5G/IMS roaming architecture 
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Similar to S8-HR based roaming, the 5GS defines N9HR for 5G roaming. To support IMS roaming using 
N9 Home Routed (N9HR), both the SMF/UPF and the Proxy-Call Session Control Function (P-CSCF) 
must be located in the HPLMN. The same IMS voice roaming architecture using N9HR is used in for 
IMS voice support over NR connected to 5GC and for EPS Fallback.

Figure 15: N9 Home Routing

The Network Identifier (NI) part of the IMS DNN must be set to the IMS. The Operator Identifier (OI) 
part of the full DNN must be blank as it is automatically derived and appended to the NI part by the 
VPLMN and its value depends on the PLMN whose SMF the UE is anchored to.

The IMS well-known DNN utilizes an SMF in the HPLMN when using N9HR roaming. Therefore, when 
enabling IMS voice roaming for a subscriber, the following subscription settings must be taken into 
account for the IMS well-known DNN:

 » The bar on “All Packet Oriented Services” is not active

 » The “VPLMN Address Allowed” parameter in the HSS is unset

8.3 Roaming Considerations
For the VPLMN and HPLMN to enable N9HR IMS roaming, the following conditions are required in 5GC 
and NG-RAN:
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VPLMN support 
 The VPLMN must support the following capabilities for N9HR based IMS roaming: 

 » IMS well-known DNN; 

 » QoS flow with 5QI=5 for SIP signaling

 » QoS flow with 5QI=1 for voice media; in case of EPS Fallback, the request to establish 
the QoS flow with 5QI=1 is rejected by the gNB

 » If videocall is supported, then QoS flow with 5QI=2 (or non-GBR 5QI)

 » Indication from AMF to the UE “IMS VoPS (Support Indicator) = supported” if the VPLMN 
has a roaming agreement that covers support of IMS voice with the HPLMN as specified 
in clause 5.16.3.2 of 3GPP TS 23.501

(As specified in 3GPP TS 23.501, “IMS VoPS” indicator can reflect the roaming agreement which is 
intended to support IMS voice only in EPS, while excluding the case of IMS voice via NR connected to 
5GC.)

 » Indication from AMF to the UDM “Homogeneous Support of IMS Voice over PS” based 
on the conditions specified in 3GPP TS 23.501

 » Lawful interception of IMS voice calls and SMS as per 3GPP TS 33.127, and data 
retention (Lawful interception of IMS service is also needed in case of EPS Fallback)

 » To support IMS emergency calls for inbound roamers, the VPLMN must support 
anonymous emergency calls over IMS as described in GSMA PRD NG.114 

(N9HR requires support for anonymous emergency calls over IMS)

HPLMN support 
 The HPLMN must support the following capabilities for N9HR based IMS roaming:

 » IMS well-known DNN 

 » QoS flow with 5QI=5 for SIP signaling; 

 » QoS flow with 5QI=1 for voice media; 

 » If videocall is supported, then QoS flow with 5QI=2 (or non-GBR 5QI); 

Additionally, HPLMN should agree with VPLMN on a right Priority Level (PL) value to set 
on QoS flow with 5QI=5 in order to ensure that its sessions will be handled with the right 
priority

IMS Voice Roaming Restriction  
 3GPP allows operators to place restrictions on using IMS voice services while roaming. It can  
be enabled per subscriber or per VPLMN as per roaming agreements. It’s achieved by excluding the 
IMS well-known DNN from the subscriber data sent from the UDM to the AMF in the VPLMN, unless 
the HPLMN intends to provide non-voice IMS services in the VPLMN. If the AMF does not receive the 
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IMS well-known DNN in the subscriber data, then the AMF: 

 » Should set the indication “IMS VoPS (Support Indicator) = not supported” to the UE at 
Registration

 » Reject an attempt by the UE to establish a PDU session to the IMS well-known DNN with 
#33 “requested service option not subscribed”
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Conclusion
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Conclusion
The global success of 4G LTE has led to profound changes in our society and in our daily life. With 
an improved spectral efficiency over previous wireless generations and packet-based network 
architecture, operators are able to provide a mobile broadband experience almost on par with some 
fixed-line broadband services. VoLTE played a critical role in establishing the foundations for operators’ 
network migration from 3G to LTE. Operators with a high degree of VoLTE device penetration have 
benefited from faster network transformation, lower operation cost and better user experiences 
enabled by a simplified network architecture. With 5G networks rolling out now, carriers with the 
ambition to deliver a great 5G experience to their customers will again need to address one of the 
most important services offered by a mobile phone called ‘Voice’.

Both NSA and SA NR operation have been standardized in 3GPP Release 15. A phased approach 
of 5G deployment will be the common path forward for a majority of the operators. With added 
technology layers and a segmented 5G device ecosystem, a smooth migration of technology from 4G 
LTE to 5G NR is extremely important. While introducing new services with 5G is important (VR/AR, 
online gaming etc.), maintaining or exceeding quality for existing services is one of the reasons 4G 
LTE has been so successful over the last 10 years. This is especially true for key services such as IMS 
voice and RCS which enable not only network transformation, but also enriched user experiences.

Voice over New Radio, or VoNR, will be the industry’s focal point for NR alongside the SA NR 
architecture. For now, both the NSA and SA architecture will coexist in most operator’s 5G networks. 
The notion of “voice over 5G network” may mean different things to different people, and as it was 
discussed in prior sections of this white paper, the permutations between the network architecture 
options (NSA and SA) and UE capabilities (NSA, SA with EPFSB, SA with VoNR) will lead to different 
paths for delivering voice services. For NSA devices, with the control plane that is anchored in LTE, 
voice services will be very similar, if not the same, as those of VoLTE.

The NSA architecture is the least intrusive method and provides a relatively easy way for operators 
to introduce initial 5G services. EPSFB, as the solution for early SA adaptors, will be another main 
solution for early NR deployments. Since both NSA and EPSFB under SA rely on the LTE layer, 
operators who want to re-use that LTE spectrum will likely migrate to SA capable devices as soon as 
they can. A “pure” VoNR will be the ultimate solution for a successful technology migration from 4G to 
5G.

It is expected that there will be a learning curve ahead for VoNR, especially during the early stages, 
and there will be a period of optimization for VoNR just as there was for VoLTE. VoLTE development 
work, mainly that in the IMS and core network domain, which is radio technology agnostic, can be 
applied to VoNR with minimal modifications. This is a huge plus considering the amount of work the 
industry put into addressing the network-to-device and network-to-network interoperability issues for 
early VoLTE deployments. Much of what was learned through VoLTE development can be reused while 
new NR features are introduced.
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5G is an enabler for future innovations. New use cases, such as VR/AR, Industrial IoT and URLLC 
will no doubt drive demand for new services, but also for existing services. Voice services will evolve 
alongside those new use cases on the 5G network. Regardless of what the “killer app” for 5G may be, 
voice over 5G will be one of the key services for 5G’s successful technology migration, evolution and 
innovation.
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Acronyms
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3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project
ARP Allocation and retention priority
CMRS Commercial mobile radio service
CS Circuit Switched
EPC Evolved Packet Core
EPS Evolved Packet System
EPSFB Evolved Packet System Fall Back
5G NR 5G New Radio
FB Full Band
FCC Federal Communications Commission
5G CN 5G Core Network
GSMA GSM Association
HPLMN Home PLMN
IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem
IoT Internet of Things
IP Internet Protocol
IRAT Inter Radio Access Technology
LBO Local Break Out
LMF Location management function
LPP LTE Positioning Protocol
LTE Long Term Evolution
NEF Network exposure Function
NI Network Identifier
NR New Radio
OI Operator Identifier
OTT Over-The-Top
PL Priority Level
PLMN Public Land Mobile Network
PS Packet Switched
QoE Quality of Experience
QoS Quality of Service
RAN Radio Access Network
RCS Rich Communication Services
RWR Release w Redirect
RwR Release with Redirect
SA Stand Alone
SBA Service Based Architecture
SDP Session Description Protocol
SLP SUPL Location Platform
SRVCC Single Radio voce Call Continuity
URLLC UltraReliable Low Latency Communication
VoLTE Voice over LTE
VoNR Voice over NR  (Voice over 5G NR)
VPLMN Visited PLMN
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